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Abstract

Holocene climate variability in the Mediterranean Basin is often cited as a potential driver of societal change, but the mechanisms of this putative influence are generally little explored. In this paper we integrate two tools–agro-ecosystem modeling of potential agricultural yields and spatial analysis of archaeological settlement pattern data–in order to examine the human consequences of past climatic changes. Focusing on a case study in Provence (France), we adapt an agro-ecosystem model to the modeling of potential agricultural productivity during the Holocene. Calibrating this model for past crops and agricultural practices and using a downscaling approach to produce high spatiotemporal resolution paleoclimate data from a Mediterranean Holocene climate reconstruction, we estimate realistic potential agricultural yields under past climatic conditions. These serve as the basis for spatial analysis of archaeological settlement patterns, in which we examine the changing relationship over time between agricultural productivity and settlement location. Using potential agricultural productivity (PAgP) as a measure of the human consequences of climate changes, we focus on the relative magnitudes of 1) climate-driven shifts in PAgP and 2) the potential increases in productivity realizable through agricultural intensification. Together these offer a means of assessing the scale and mechanisms of the vulnerability and resilience of Holocene inhabitants of Provence to climate change. Our results suggest that settlement patterns were closely tied to PAgP throughout most of the Holocene, with the notable exception
of the period from the Middle Bronze Age through the Early Iron Age. This pattern does not appear to be linked to any climatically-driven changes in PAgP, and conversely the most salient changes in PAgP during the Holocene cannot be clearly linked to any changes in settlement pattern. We argue that this constitutes evidence that vulnerability and resilience to climate change are strongly dependent on societal variables.

1. Introduction

Past climatic changes are often cited as drivers of societal change in the Mediterranean Basin (e.g., [1–7]). While Holocene climate variability in the region is certainly sufficient to raise questions about if and how inhabitants responded, the mechanisms of this putative influence are generally little explored, reflecting the general interdisciplinary challenge of integrating paleoclimatic and archaeological data and models that are of varying and often incommensurate scales and resolutions (cf. [8]). In this paper we integrate two tools–agro-ecosystem modeling of potential yields and spatial analysis of archaeological settlement pattern data–in order to examine the human consequences of past climatic changes. Focusing on a case study in Provence (France), we adapt the agro-ecosystem model LPJmL (the Lund-Potsdam-Jena-managed-land model, [9]) to model potential agricultural productivity during the Holocene. Calibrating this model for past crops and agricultural practices (see [10]) and using a downscaling approach to produce high spatiotemporal resolution paleoclimate data (see [11]), we estimate reasonable potential agricultural yields under past climatic conditions. These serve as the basis for spatial analysis of archaeological settlement pattern data derived from Patriarche (the French national archaeological atlas, a continuously updated database that integrates excavation and survey data from diverse sources: http://www.culturecommunication.gouv.fr/Politiques-ministerielles/Archeologie/Etude-recherche/Carte-archeologique-nationale), which we use to examine the changing relationship over time between potential agricultural productivity and settlement location.

Potential agricultural productivity (PAgP) is strongly related to climatic factors (particularly, in a Mediterranean climate, precipitation) while also more directly relevant to human activity than raw climatic variables. Although PAgP is largely a function of these climatic variables, using a derived variable allows moving beyond simplistic threshold approaches to more realistic assessments of the spatiotemporally variable and not necessarily linear consequences of climate change. By exploring if and how settlement location was related to PAgP in different periods of the Holocene, we approach the problem of relating diachronic cultural patterns to climatic changes empirically. Using a site location analysis approach in which we statistically summarize geographic variables and PAgP within buffers around archaeologically-documented settlements, we explore a) how settlement locations relate to spatially- and temporally-variable PAgP, b) whether changes over time in PAgP had any apparent effect on settlement locations, and c) the implications of the reconstructed variability in PAgP and past agricultural practices for understanding the vulnerability and resilience of Holocene Mediterranean populations to climate changes.

Site location analysis and related approaches have a long history in archaeology (cf. [12] and reviews in [13–15]), where they have often been manifest as predictive modeling that aims to use locational characteristics of known sites to establish criteria able to predict other probable site locations [14,16,17]. In addition to predictive modeling for practical research and management ends, locational analysis has also been used for analytical purposes, for example to
characterize settlement locations and infer the preferences of the inhabitants. Here we focus on such characterizations, particularly with respect to the spatially-explicit and temporally-variable estimates of PAgP derived from the LPJmL agro-ecosystem model [10]. PAgP meets criteria recently argued to be necessary for relating climate changes to cultural trajectories [8,18,19]: it addresses human consequences, providing a derived variable that is climate-sensitive but also directly relevant to human experience.

Based on those analyses, we argue that climate-driven variability in PAgP, although clearly a reality for Holocene inhabitants of Provence, was of relatively modest magnitude—well within, we estimate, the reach of possible adaptive shifts in agricultural practice. Tolerance for declines and variability in agricultural production would thus have been primarily dependent on production targets and labor availability. Links between environmental changes and cultural changes would have been, as a consequence, contingent at least as much upon social/political/economic variables as environmental ones.

2. Holocene provence

2.1 The study area

This case study focuses on Provence, where variability in topography and geography produces marked bioclimatic diversity within short distances (cf. [20]) and which experiences significant interannual climatic variability. These contrasts make the development of methodologies able to capture fine-grained spatial and temporal variability vital for examining long-term human-environment interaction in the region. In addition, Provence has a richly documented archaeological record, much of which is available in digital form through Patriarche, as well as relatively high-resolution 20th-century climate data that can be used as the basis for downscaling paleoclimate reconstructions [11]. By focusing on an area that encompasses topographic diversity, abundant evidence of pre- and proto-historic settlement, and historically desirable and productive agricultural land, this case study addresses the consequences of Holocene climate change in the western Mediterranean at scales relevant to human inhabitants while taking into account the potential spatial diversity in the effects of climate change.

2.2 A brief cultural history

Before turning to empirical analyses, we contextualize our data with a brief overview of the broad archaeological patterns that can be described in Provence throughout the Holocene—i.e., a synthesis that aggregates across a topographically diverse landscape of >30,000 km², from the Mediterranean to the headwaters of the Durance River in the Alps and from the Rhone into the southern Alps. While these patterns are not necessarily reflected precisely within the study area on which we focus here, the relationship of these broad patterns to the data for our study area suggests that our study area is, in general terms, representative of regional trends.

The date ranges in the discussion below reflect synthesis of research in Provence [21,22]. Although convention dictates use of dates in years BC by the Roman period if not earlier, we provide dates in years BP throughout to emphasize chronological continuity, and give dates in years BC in parentheses only where needed to orient the reader with respect to the cited literature. The Patriarche chronological assignments (in brackets) for sites within our study area, however, reflect the France-wide chronology employed in the Patriarche database, which does not precisely match an up-to-date chronology for Provence. Discussion of chronological issues, as well as additional detail on the archaeology of Holocene Provence, can be found in S1 Text.

Until the 8th millennium BCE the inhabitants of Provence were exclusively Mesolithic—i.e., mobile foragers, with correspondingly modest population densities [23]. Throughout the
Mesolithic and into the Early Neolithic (EN; approximately 7900–6750 BP), Provence was apparently relatively sparsely populated, albeit by increasing numbers of sedentary agriculturalists occupying small hamlets. The beginning of the Neolithic in Provence, probably some combination of in-migration by agriculturalists and adoption of agricultural technologies and lifeways by indigenous inhabitants [23–25], is marked by the first signs of widespread anthropogenic transformation of landscapes that until then had been little modified by human activity [26].

Neolithic agriculture focused on exploitation of cereals [27], primarily emmer wheat (*Triticum dicoccum*) [28], while einkorn (*Triticum aestivum*) and naked barley (*Hordeum vulgare nudum*) served as supplementary components. Archaeobotanical evidence suggests that Neolithic agriculture across a broad region of southern Europe comprised intensive small-scale farming [28–31], though there is still debate over the role of extensive slash-and-burn agriculture (see, for example, [32–34]).

In the Early Bronze Age (EBA; 4050–3550 BP [4250–3450 BP in Patriarche]), a reduction of human activity and population was accompanied by an overall increase in forest coverage [35]. Throughout the Bronze Age agriculture followed prior Neolithic traditions [36,37] and cereals remained dominant [38], but with a gradual diversification of crops and practices and significant innovations: the first evidence for animal traction [39], the introduction of additional cereals (broomcorn millet (*Panicum miliaceum*), and the beginnings of olive (*Olea europaea*) cultivation in the region [40]). During the EBA and the Middle Bronze Age (MBA; 3550–3300 BP [3450–3150 in Patriarche]) the density of human occupation in Provence was at its lowest, following a notable decrease relative to previous phases. In contrast, the Late Bronze Age (LBA; 3300–2675 BP [3150–2700 in Patriarche]) is characterized by notable demographic growth and the emergence of new sites [21,41].

At the beginning of the Early Iron Age (EIA; 2675–2550 BP), a demographic decline is evidenced by the abandonment of many settlements. This was followed by the founding of the Greek colony of Marseille in 2550 BP, after which population growth is evidenced by both the foundation of new sites and the aggregation of population into larger sites [42]. However, this did not preclude a notable demographic decline around the year 2450 BP [43], just before the beginning of the Late Iron Age (LIA; 2400–2002 BP). Between 2071–2068 BP (121–118 BC), Provence became a Roman province (Transalpine Gaul). Several Celtic towns were abandoned at this time, but others continued to be occupied, and overall population density increased significantly, especially in the lowlands where agricultural exploitation increased.

In sum (see S1 Text for more detail), a period of several millennia of gradual increase in population size and density followed the introduction of cereal agriculture into the region, a trend that accelerated in the 5th millennium BP. The demographics of the Bronze Age, roughly the subsequent millennium, were more variable, as population decline in the EBA was mirrored by population increase and settlement aggregation in the LBA. The subsequent abandonment of settlements in the EIA marks the beginning of a period for which we have more precise chronology of demographic change; from the beginning of the Iron Age onward archaeological chronologies based on material culture are sufficient to identify century-scale demographic changes (e.g., [44,45]), including demographic fluctuations following Greek colonization ca. 2550 BP (in the 6th century BC) and significant population increase following Roman conquest ca. 2070 BP (towards the end of the 2nd century BC). The landscape archaeology of Montagne Sainte-Victoire [45] provides a more local and detailed point of comparison, largely mirroring the regional pattern: comparatively minor Neolithic occupation is followed by a Bronze Age abandonment, after which settlement does not substantially increase until ca. 2150 BP (the end of the 3rd century BC). The rich record for the later periods emphasizes that settlement decisions—foundation, abandonment, and location—took place within a complex
web of social, political, and economic relationships. The relationships between site locations and PAgP that we describe here certainly did as well; the settlement patterns that we focus on below undoubtedly took form within social, political, and economic milieus. Nevertheless the strong patterning of settlement locations with respect to PAgP that we document below argues that agricultural productivity was a salient concern for the region’s inhabitants.

2.3 A Brief climate history

In the western Mediterranean at these latitudes, the most salient Holocene pattern is the establishment of Mediterranean vegetation—i.e. replacement of deciduous trees with evergreen sclerophyllous trees and shrubs—ca. 4500–4000 BP; this likely reflects some combination of climatic and anthropogenic forcings. Debate continues over the relative importance of these factors, with the shift in vegetation associated with the establishment of modern Mediterranean conditions alternately ascribed to general aridification or to impacts of expanding human populations and impacts (for recent reviews from both perspectives see, e.g., [46–49]). Centennial-scale variations in fluvial activity in the region are also argued to reflect climate variation (e.g., [50,51]), though imprecision in dating, regional variation, and issues of equifinality produce disagreement about the specific timings and causes of these episodes (cf. [51,52]) and the generalizability of particular local records across the region (cf. [53]). The overall picture is one of Holocene variability in the western Mediterranean, but diversity within the region in exactly how and when global or macro-regional patterns are manifest [54]. Magny and colleagues [55] have illustrated the complexity of climate change in the western Mediterranean by showing opposing aridification trends on either side of the 40˚N parallel: the 4.2 ka event was the beginning of a dry period in southern Italy and the end of a dry period in France and Northern Italy. They relate that to larger-scale variation (e.g., the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO)), while also noting that contrasts in seasonality may produce apparent contradictions in different proxy records.

This complexity extends to the local manifestations in the western Mediterranean of two climate “events”, at ca. 8200 BP and 4200 BP, that have been associated in the eastern Mediterranean with numerous arguments for climate impacts on human populations (e.g., [7,56]) (though some have questioned the focus on these periods at the expense of others (e.g., [4,57])). For instance, Magny and colleagues [58] identify the 4.2 ka event with a broader period of climatic oscillation from 4300–3800 BP in the central and western Mediterranean, Frigola and colleagues identify the same “event” from 4200–4000 BP in their Minorcan record, and it does not appear in the Alboran and Tyrrhenian Sea SST records [54]. The compilation undertaken by Weinelt and colleagues [59] is similarly ambiguous for the western Mediterranean.

2.4 Climate-Culture links

Arguments linking climate and culture change are much more common in the eastern than the western Mediterranean (e.g., [4,5,7,56]). This is likely due to some combination of the greater abundance of high-resolution paleoclimate records, larger and denser populations at times of significant Holocene climate change, and greater sensitivity to changes in precipitation in a generally more arid region. However, even in the eastern Mediterranean the causal links posited between climate and culture continue to generate significant debate. Fundamental critiques of the more speculative examples focus on the limitations of arguments that rest only on broad chronological correlations and claims of oversimplification, environmental determinism, and catastrophism, while even the more robust arguments have been subject to
criticism about whether they sufficiently articulate specific links between climatic changes and cultural consequences, or are overly focused on “collapse” (cf. [60,61], inter alia).

This debate has been less salient in the western Mediterranean, where arguments for climatic influences on cultural phenomena are less common. Nevertheless, cultural trajectories have been linked to Holocene climate in the western Mediterranean in various ways, including both climate impacts on inhabitants and anthropogenic contributions to regional environment and climate; here we focus on the former. Berger [1] and Berger and Guilaine [2] argue that changes in subsistence and social patterns as well as the demographic increase associated with the Neolithic were linked to regional climate changes ca. 8200 BP. However, they point out also that a) any particular link between climate and the spread of Neolithic lifeways must be developed in detail for that case, keeping in mind the ways in which particular climates affected particular lifeways, b) the archaeological record itself may be biased by taphonomic effects associated with these climatic changes, and c) our chronologies for both climatic events and cultural trajectories remain relatively coarse, producing a potentially misleading abundance of correlations. In spite of these challenges, recent demographic reconstructions (e.g., [62, 63]) highlight correlations with climatic events at coarse spatial and temporal scales. Carozza and colleagues [3] more specifically link Mediterranean climate changes ca. 4200 BP to the EBA decline in population and anthropogenic landscape impact in southern France, citing particularly increased aridity and increased frequency of extreme precipitation events. In contrast, Weiselt and colleagues’ [59] attempt to link demographic changes at the beginning of the Bronze Age to climate changes ca. 4200 BP is, as they discuss, compromised by chronological imprecision and geographic variability; some of this difficulty may relate to the regional climatic complexity that Magny and colleagues [58] describe.

3. Data

We explore potential relationships between the inhabitants of our study area in Provence and climate changes through most of the Holocene (8400–1400 BP) by integrating empirical and modeled data. These include modern geographic data, climate-sensitive agro-ecosystem modeling of PAgP with annual resolution, and archaeological site data from the Early Neolithic through the Gallo-Roman period. For the study area of approximately 1400 km² (Fig 1), we incorporate:

1. modern geographic data, primarily a 30m digital elevation model (SRTM30 [64]) and terrain characteristics derived from it,
2. high-resolution (300m pixels and annual steps) Holocene paleoclimate data produced by downscaling a 0.5˚ centennial-step modeled dataset derived from inverse modeling of pollen data for the Mediterranean throughout the Holocene ([65]; see [11] for methodological details),
3. annual 300m pixel results of the LPJmL agro-ecosystem model for the period 8400–1400 BP, parameterized for past agriculture through use of archaeological and ethnographic data (see [10]), produced using the high-resolution paleoclimate data described in (2) above, and
4. Archaeological site data spanning the period between 7250–1450 BP (the Early Neolithic period through the end of the Gallo-Roman period) from the Patriarche database, which provides coordinates, site classification, and chronological information for approximately 2250 sites (excluding those of uncertain date) in the study area.
Centennial scale episodes of aridity are reflected in the subset of data from Guiot and Kaniewski’s Mediterranean-wide Holocene model [65] that we use here (see Fig 2). Although the accuracy and precision of the results might be improved by using more local proxy data, such data are unevenly distributed in space and time, generally lack the seasonal resolution produced by modeled data and necessary for agroecosystem modeling, and restrict the generalizability of the method. Employing Guiot and Kaniewski’s reconstructed climate dataset [65] makes it possible to easily replicate this method in any part of the Mediterranean Basin. Downscaling these data (cf. [11]) produces single probabilistic realizations based on the input paleoclimate data; individually these are realistic rather than accurate, but in aggregate they are as accurate as the input data allow, and enable re-aggregation across different intervals (e.g. in archaeological periods rather than centennial steps).

4. Methodology

Since a significant way in which climatic variables impact human inhabitants is through their effects on subsistence production (cf. [66]), we focus here primarily on the LPjmL results. LPjmL is a process-based agroecosystem model that builds on a dynamic natural vegetation model [67] to include agro-ecosystems [9,68], adding crop functional types (CFTs) to the
established modeling process for natural plant functional types (PFTs). Using high-resolution and continuous paleoclimate data (see Section 3) and calibrating CFTs for past crops and agricultural practices allows us to produce spatially-explicit estimates of potential yields for cereals and pulses under various conditions of temperature and precipitation [10]. As archaeological evidence suggests that cereal crops were a more important staple in pre- and proto-historic Provence than pulses [36] and temperate cereal parameterizations have been the subject of greater development [9], we focus here on the results for wheat, taking that crop as broadly indicative of the productivities of other cereals. Moreover, given the relative scarcity of data about past agricultural practices and their diversity in time and space, we prefer to analyze a range of possible outcomes and therefore use two parameterizations, representing a low estimate (Wheat Par 2 [W2], approximating minimally intensive agriculture) and a high estimate

Table 1. Variables summarized within each site buffer. W1/W2 and P1/P2 denote the high (1) and low (2) assumptions about agricultural intensity for wheat (W) and peas (P).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Data source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>elevation (masl)</td>
<td>SRTM 30m DEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slope (˚)</td>
<td>SRTM 30m DEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aspect (˚)</td>
<td>SRTM 30m DEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>terrain ruggedness index (TRI)</td>
<td>SRTM 30m DEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distance to fresh water (m)</td>
<td>SRTM 30m DEM + modern watercourses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soil texture (FAO classification)</td>
<td>ISRIC (<a href="https://soilgrids.org">https://soilgrids.org</a>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean PAGP (tFM/ha) – W1/W2 and P1/P2</td>
<td>LPjMl. (calculated per pixel from annual values spanning the relevant period)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ PAGP – W1/W2 and P1/P2</td>
<td>LPjMl. (calculated per pixel from annual values spanning the relevant period)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We focus primarily on contrasts between periods for a given parameterization, as these are the least dependent on necessary assumptions of the modeling process; discussion below is on the basis of W1 results unless otherwise specified.

After excluding sites of uncertain date and filtering the database of sites for occupational and agricultural sites—i.e., those most likely to be responsive to PAgP—we characterize the immediate catchment of each site by summarizing a series of variables for all pixels within a 200m circular buffer (i.e., a 12.6 ha area centered on the site; results for larger—500m and 1000m—buffers are also reported in Table S1, but we observed little variability contingent on buffer size and here discuss analyses only with the 200m buffer). These include both topographic variables and LPJmL results (see Table 1); we thus characterize both static variables and dynamic ones. In the case of the LPJmL results, the summary statistics for the space within each buffer are calculated from rasters that summarize each pixel value over time for the specified period; we examine both average values and variability. Although the modern data employed (the DEM and hydrologic network) are sub-optimal inasmuch as the modern landscape, particularly with respect to soil depth and vegetation cover, may be a far-from-perfect analog for the Middle Holocene one, retrodiction of past landscapes through inverse erosion modeling and paleivegetation reconstruction remains a future project. The R scripts designed for the analyses allow for future improvement in data sources and/or incorporation of additional variables.

In order to assess the significance of PAgP (and changes therein) for inhabitants of the region in different periods, we employ both synchronic and diachronic analyses, comparing locations of distinct types of sites within periods and settlement locations across periods. PAgP of aggregated site catchments for each period is also compared to PAgP for the landscape as a whole during that period, contextualizing estimated land use within the universe of possibilities available to inhabitants. Further methodological detail and consideration of uncertainties is given in Text S3 and Text S4.

Relating PAgP to settlement patterns echos previous archaeological attempts to relate settlement patterns to agricultural potential (e.g., [69, 70]), but with improved spatial and temporal resolution and detail; as Kvamme [13] points out, such fine-grained diachronic modeling of paleoenvironments can be critical to considering if, how, and when climate and environmental changes impact humans. In contrast to predictive modeling or much site location modeling, our goal is not to identify the predictors of site location, but rather to explore to what degree PAgP—itself variable over time and space—was an important factor (or not) in site establishment, persistence, and abandonment during different periods of pre- and proto-history. As discussed below (Section 5), this provides a means of empirically assessing the human consequences of climate dynamism.

4.1 Synchronic analyses

Synchronic analyses—i.e., investigation of sites from single archaeological periods—serve to check that we are not simply describing general changes in site location preferences that may covary with, but not be directly related to, PAgP. These analyses take two forms. First, where distinct categories of sites are located differently with respect to PAgP, and where the two groups vary independently from one another, we infer that the locations of settlement/agricultural sites are likely responding to particular rather than general imperatives. Second, we examine the distribution of sites against not only PAgP, but also against the other geographic variables that we have summarized within each buffer. Covariance amongst these (e.g.,
elevation and temperature; the latter influencing the LPJmL results) makes teasing apart their influences difficult, but where settlement distributions are more restricted with respect to one than to the other we argue that some selection is evident. Active selection may be more strongly argued still in the cases of newly established or abandoned settlements, though the smaller sample sizes of these categories limit their utility in some periods.

4.2 Diachronic analyses

Diachronic analyses focus on whether changes in settlement location between periods are correlated with changes in PAgP (absolute yields and variability in yields). Chronological resolution—period length—is again a limiting factor, as the averaging of PAgP across long periods minimizes variability (contrast the variability in temperature and precipitation in Fig 2 and the landscape PAgP in Fig 3 with the potential agricultural productivities of the archaeological periods in Fig 3). As a result we look also across period transitions. Although we lack the temporal resolution in the settlement data to examine associated changes in detail, we examine the severity of those events with regard to PAgP—i.e., how much would potential productivity have changed, how rapidly, and with what ubiquity?—and compare locations continuously occupied with those abandoned and those newly settled.

4.3 Managing uncertainties

The varying spatial and chronological resolutions of these datasets, as well as the quality of the data themselves, pose analytical challenges. Mismatches in spatial and temporal resolution in

Fig 3. Potential cereal productivity of the landscape, in green, and of the exploited fraction, in blue; shaded areas are the midspreads, and the more darkly shaded areas the 95% confidence intervals around the medians. These are calculated with reference to all centennial mean pixel values (landscape) and the mean pixel values for each archaeological period within 200m buffers around each occupation/agricultural site (exploited fraction); see Section 5.2. The upper register is W1 (high agricultural intensity wheat) and the lower register, plotted on the same y-axis, is W2 (low agricultural intensity wheat).
the geographic and paleoclimate datasets has been addressed through a downscaling approach [11] in order to produce the annual 300m pixel LPJmL results used here [10]. The resulting dataset is idea for analysis, but the accuracy of the downscaled data is limited by the accuracy of the regional-scale paleoclimate reconstruction that serves as the basis for the downscaling. In principle this could be improved by integrating local paleoclimate data for the study area with the regional reconstruction, but this presents another set of methodological challenges.

The Patriarche data present a different set of challenges, some endemic to archaeological survey data and others characteristic of data aggregated from diverse sources. These comprise primarily problems of chronological precision and landscape taphonomy, which raise questions of the size and representativeness of the samples of archaeological sites considered. These issues are discussed in detail in S4 Text.

Even a cursory glance at the spatial distribution of sites from all periods (see Fig 1) reveals a strikingly uneven site distribution: the ridge of the Luberon (running east-west across the center of the study area) and the floodplain of the Durance River (immediately south of the Luberon) are nearly devoid of sites, while with the exception of the northern and southern fringes all other areas are fairly densely covered. As with any archaeological site data—though in this case they are the result of synthesis rather than field survey—this pattern reflects the original site distribution, but is biased by differential site preservation and discovery. The two conspicuously empty areas are those of highest potential erosion (the Luberon) and deposition (the Durance floodplain) and thus suggest poor site preservation and discovery, respectively—though for these and other reasons they may also have been less appealing as settlement locations in the past.

Correcting for data biases without understanding those biases in more detail risks creating patterns out of nothing. However, considering the potential effects of taphonomy and time-averaging does demonstrate that the most salient patterns in the settlement data—the MBA decline in settlement and the LIA florescence—are robust with respect to likely biases. Applying the adjustment factors calculated by Berger ([71]; detailed in S4 Text)—not entirely geomorphically appropriate for our study area but arguably providing an appropriate worst-case scenario for taphonomic distortion—greatly inflates the number of EN and MN sites and suggests a marked decline in site numbers in the LN followed by modest growth in the FN; this dynamism within the Neolithic contrasts with the relative stability over time suggested by the raw data. Also in contrast with the raw data, the adjusted data (see rightmost columns in Table 2) suggest that heightened taphonomic effects on the EBA relative to the FN mask a significant increase in settlement in the EBA. At the same time, the effects of the time-averaging of sites across periods should somewhat counterbalance the emphasis that the adjusted data put on the Neolithic Period, as longer periods are likely to have the effect of overemphasizing numbers of sites (as is evident in the time-adjusted counts in Table 2). In short, the patterns we consider below appear to be robust even in face of a worst-case assumption about biases in the data.

Drawbacks of the dataset are offset by the remarkable density and time depth of the data. Moreover, the most salient bias in the data—i.e., the absence of data from the Durance floodplain—is consistent over time, suggesting that diachronic analyses should be minimally affected. Comparative spatial analyses are more vulnerable, but by focusing on presence data rather than absence data we attempt to minimize this problem. That is, we emphasize characterization of landscape areas where sites are recorded, rather than taking absence of sites as evidence of absence of occupation. Where sample sizes allow we look also at establishment and abandonment of sites from one period to the next.
Table 2. Site counts by period (sites may persist for multiple periods so column totals may be higher than the total number of sites recorded in the region). All counts follow filtering to exclude sites of uncertain chronological affiliation. The time-adjusted counts are calculated by dividing the total number of occupation/agricultural sites by the period length standardized to the shortest time period (e.g., for the EN, 125/(500/300)), following the logic detailed in [72]. The three rightmost columns are site counts adjusted following Berger’s findings in the Middle Rhone Valley [71].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Total number of sites</th>
<th>Number of occupation/agricultural sites</th>
<th>Number of newly-established occupation/agricultural sites</th>
<th>Number of occupation/agricultural sites abandoned since previous period</th>
<th>Period length (years)</th>
<th>Time-adjusted counts (sites / standardized time period)</th>
<th>Berger adjustment factor [71]</th>
<th>Adjusted estimated number of sites</th>
<th>Adjusted number of occupation/agricultural sites</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Early Neolithic (7250–6750 BP)</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>47.18</td>
<td>6794</td>
<td>5898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Neolithic (6850–6250 BP)</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>3960</td>
<td>3438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late Neolithic (6250–5450 BP)</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>15.97</td>
<td>2443</td>
<td>2092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Neolithic (5450–4050 BP)</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>15.97</td>
<td>2923</td>
<td>2348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Bronze Age (4250–3450 BP)</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>25.27</td>
<td>4523</td>
<td>3715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Bronze Age (3450–3150 BP)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>25.27</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late Bronze Age (3150–2700 BP)</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>25.27</td>
<td>2123</td>
<td>1314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Iron Age (2700–2400 BP)</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>863</td>
<td>553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late Iron Age (2400–2002 BP)</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>5849</td>
<td>3967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallo-Roman (2002–1450 BP)</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>552</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>8.65</td>
<td>5553</td>
<td>3737</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Results
5.1 Diachronic settlement patterns

Interpreting changes in the number of sites over time is complicated by landscape taphonomy and time-averaging (see Section 4.3), and as data about site size is inconsistently reported we exclude that also. Nevertheless some patterning is strong enough that it likely transcends problems of site preservation or chronological limitations, and the presence of sites from all periods in most areas suggests that taphonomic problems are at least not effacing particular periods from the landscape. Within the study area, the most salient diachronic pattern is a marked MBA abandonment; resettlement of the area began in the LBA and a florescence of sites followed in the LIA and continued into the Gallo-Roman Period.
These patterns are broadly coherent with generalized archaeological understandings of long-term occupation history of Provence (see Section 2), though they do not conform exactly. While the general outline of intensifying occupation in the later Neolithic followed by a Bronze Age decline is certainly apparent locally, the decline is pronounced, in the local data, in the MBA rather than the EBA as suggested regionally (though given that these abandonments have only a terminus ante quem of the end of the EBA, this apparent offset from the regional pattern may also in part be an artifact of data resolution). The regional population decline in the EIA is reflected locally in the slower pace of new settlement relative to the LBA. Local chronology (i.e. the periodization used in the Patriarche dataset) is not sufficient to resolve regionally-apparent fluctuations during the LIA and Gallo-Roman periods [44]; as a result the apparent burst of settlement in the study area at the beginning of the LIA is likely the result of overall growth throughout that period. At the same time, the rearrangement in settlement patterns during the LIA—i.e., abandonment by the LIA of some EIA sites even as the total number of settlements increased dramatically—is consistent with the regional political upheaval of the time.

The robustness of some of these patterns argues that they are not simply artifacts of the known biases in the data, but rather reflect archaeological patterning produced by changes in the scale and density of human habitation. These changing settlement patterns within the study area are those that we query regarding the role of changes in PAgP.

5.2 Assessing the SIGNIFICANCE of PAgP

Settlement locations reflect the significance of PAgP imperfectly, as changes in location (or persistence of existing settlements) may respond also to other imperatives, e.g., political realities, economic relationships, landscapes of social and symbolic significance, demographic changes, etc. Part of the responsiveness of any settlement pattern to changes in PAgP obviously depends also on the relative importance of agriculture, and particularly of agriculture targeting high yields. That is, if modest yields are sufficient, or agriculture a minor component of the economy, then changes in potential productivity may have less impact. The significance of changes in potential agricultural yields that we examine here would have depended also on how significant agriculture was for inhabitants; in Provence agriculture has been since its origins mixed, in varying proportions, with foraging and pastoralism.

As discussed in Section 4, a vital challenge in locational analysis with respect to environmental variables is the need to contrast locations with the landscape as a whole—that is, the array of possible settlement locations. We illustrate this here (in Figs 3 and 4, and S2 Fig) using the median and midspread landscape values calculated from the mean PAgP (tonnes of fresh matter per hectare [tFM/ha]) values per pixel, averaged per century (or in some cases per archaeological period). This produces, for a given timespan, a single raster containing one summary value for each pixel (generally the mean, though we have considered also standard deviations in the analyses presented here). The median and midspread of that raster (i.e., summaries of the mean pixel values over time across the landscape) then provide a summary of the potential productivity of the study area for a given period. These can be compared to the median and the midspread of the fraction of the landscape exploited by the inhabitants, characterized by summarizing the statistics calculated over the 200m buffer around each site (see Section 4).

The aggregated data for each period demonstrate that occupation and agricultural sites occupy cells that are not a random sample of the study area: the midspread of the PAgP values for the exploited fraction of the landscape is (with the exception a few anomalous periods, discussed below) centered at or above the landscape median, and is restricted in its range to the
upper part of the landscape midspread (Fig 3). While this likely reflects at least in part general avoidance of high altitudes and steep slopes, which are negatively correlated with potential productivity, it is also clear that these agricultural and domestic sites—site types whose location was most likely tied to subsistence decisions—occupy a more restricted range of the landscape than other sites (see S1 Fig). These locations can be argued, then, to reflect not simply generalized settlement patterns but particular attention to PAgP (or, potentially, to other variables that correlate with it).

5.3 Settlement patterns and PAgP over time

Throughout the Neolithic and into the EBA, the portion of the landscape exploited by inhabitants comprised a fraction of the available landscape with higher-than-background PAgP values (see Figs 3 and 4). A radical departure from this pattern followed in the MBA, at which point the PAgP values of the exploited fraction of the landscape can be seen to be almost entirely below the median landscape value. This pattern is even more accentuated in the LBA, and persists into the EIA, before another dramatic shift accompanied the demographic expansion of the LIA, when settlements again began to occupy areas of higher PAgP than the landscape median. These changes in settlement pattern are associated with the broad depopulation of the area in the MBA, which considerably reduces the sample size (number of settlements) for used to calculate the exploited fraction of the landscape during the MBA-LBA-EIA relative to all other periods (reflected in the loosening of the confidence intervals in Figs 3 and 4).
However, the pattern is strong enough that only in the MBA is there any ambiguity about whether the PAgP of the exploited fraction is significantly different than the landscape background (see Figs 3 and 4 and S2 Table). Although causal relationships are difficult to infer due to the covariation between PAgP and geographic variables like elevation and slope, the correlation between settlement intensity (sites/km²) and PAgP values can be clearly seen to vary over time in a univariate regression of the former with binned values of the latter (Fig 5, following the method outlined in [73]).

The changes in the PAgP of the exploited fraction of the landscape from the EN through the EBA track the climate-driven changes in the potential productivity of the landscape as a whole fairly closely (Fig 3 illustrates the changes in landscape PAgP over time, while Fig 4 illustrates the difference between exploited fraction and landscape over time, aggregating all data to the chronological resolution of the Patriarche data). While the PAgP of the exploited areas varies from the EN through the EBA, that variability is a function of changes in the environment rather than changes in site location (while site locations may change, they do not systematically shift towards areas of higher or lower PAgP). In contrast, throughout the MBA, LBA, and EIA, the inter-period differences in the fraction of the landscape exploited appear independent of the background environmental change. Both settlement locations in these periods, and the changes between them, argue that during these periods PAgP ceased to have any structuring influence on settlement location. In contrast, that relationship appears to have become even more salient in the LIA and G-R periods, when the median value of the exploited fraction of the landscape again climbs above the landscape background, reaching its highest levels relative to the landscape median (Figs 3 and 4) and when correlation between settlement intensity and PAgP is strongest (Fig 5).

These changing relationships to PAgP over time create stark contrasts between the EBA and MBA, when the number of settlements drops precipitously and they begin to occupy areas of significantly lower PAgP, and the EIA and LIA, when the number of settlements climbs dramatically and their locations appear more concerned with PAgP than ever before. As we have discussed in Section 3, the coarse periodization of the archaeological data makes these contrasts between periods seem more abrupt than they likely were, but nonetheless the contrasts are salient.

5.3.1 The MBA-LBA-EIA anomaly. Fig 6 plots EBA and MBA settlements with respect to PAgP; Fig 6C and 6D include not only MBA settlements but also those sites that had been occupied in the previous period. The abandonment was substantial, and the boxplots (Fig 6D) highlight that the sites that were abandoned were associated with land of higher PAgP. MBA occupation/agricultural sites were located in areas with a broad spread of PAgP values, but below the landscape median and similar to sites of other types (Fig 6D). While the small sample size for the MBA makes the significance of that contrast somewhat ambiguous, the same pattern for the LBA and EIA is strong enough to be significant in spite of the relatively small sample size (S2 Table). This pattern (see Figs 3 and 4) is robust across both high and low scenarios of agricultural intensity (i.e. W1 and W2). It is also evident in our modeling of pulses, for which landscape PAgP is more variable than for cereals, but for which PAgP of the exploited fraction exhibits an analogous MBA-LBA-EIA anomaly (S2 Fig).

PAgP was clearly not a primary concern for some considerable lapse of time between the end of the EBA and the beginning of the LIA, suggesting that a) other imperatives were more important (that this shift was to higher and steeper ground—see S1 Fig—suggests perhaps a concern with defensibility), and/or b) alternative (non-agricultural) subsistence resources may have increased in importance. The shift in habitation from the most potentially agriculturally productive parts of the landscape to significantly poorer areas represents, we would argue, a shift from situations where agricultural productivity was an important influence on site
location to periods when other imperatives overwhelmed agricultural production. The uncertainties during these periods increase as the sample size of sites shrinks dramatically, but the pattern is so strong that it transcends these uncertainties, and in fact the reduction in sample size is itself a significant aspect of the diachronic settlement pattern. People were apparently abandoning the region, while those that remained shifted to much less productive areas. Not until the LIA was this pattern reversed and highly productive land occupied again.

5.3.2 The late iron age and the gallo-roman period. The intensification of settlement in the LIA (Fig 7C) is characterized not just by a dramatic increase in the number and density of sites, but also by populations that appear to have had much more interest in the potential agricultural productivity of the areas they occupy (or perhaps freedom to occupy those areas).
Where in the EIA sites were located without apparent concern for PAgP (that is, the median of the exploited fraction is below the landscape median, the midspread is broad, and occupation/agricultural sites are relatively similar to other sites; see Fig 7B), in the LIA the newly established occupation/agricultural sites occupy areas with a narrow range of high PAgP values, in marked contrast to other site types (Fig 7D). In the LIA and the GR periods, moreover, the median PAgP of the exploited fraction of the landscape is higher above the landscape median than at any previous point (Fig 4), even though the landscape itself was in a climate-driven period of maximal Holocene PAgP.

6. Discussion

The conspicuous deviation from the long-term pattern is the MBA-LBA-EIA period. During that span the divergence from the long-term tendency to exploit areas of high PAgP relative to the landscape background is salient enough to be significant in spite of the small sample sizes of the period, and is not apparently attributable to taphonomic or sampling biases. It is notable that this shift during the MBA-LBA-EIA is relative as well as absolute: the PAgP values of

![Fig 6. EBA (a) and MBA (c) settlement patterns; the latter includes also sites that had been occupied in the EBA but were abandoned by the MBA. The boxplots (b and d) aggregate the PAgP values of the landscape as a whole as well as the exploited fraction and that occupied by other types of sites; (d) also includes those data for the abandoned sites, demonstrating that the sites that were abandoned were associated with land with high PAgP values. The raster background shows W2 (low agricultural intensity wheat) values but both W1 and W2 are included in the boxplots and the pattern is robust across the two.](image)
exploited areas drop even while background landscape PAgP remains relatively high (see Figs 3 and 4). This argues that the MBA-LBA-EIA pattern is not attributable to climate-driven environmental deterioration, and in fact the nadir of exploited PAgP values in the LBA occurs during a period of increased background PAgP relative to the periods immediately before and after (Figs 3 and 4).

Similarly, the LIA-GR increase does not appear to be attributable to climate-driven increase in the PAgP of the landscape as a whole. Although landscape PAgP does increase at the beginning of the LIA, reaching some of the highest levels of the Holocene by 2200 BP, the exploited fraction values for these periods are not only high but also high relative to the landscape background. The high PAgP values associated with LIA and GR settlements are evidence that sites in these periods were, even in a landscape of markedly high PAgP, nevertheless exploiting particularly productive areas.

These apparent decouplings of changes in settlement patterns from climate-driven changes do not rule out the possible impact of some fairly rapid changes in potential agricultural productivity. For instance, although the changes in settlement pattern from the FN to the EBA are

Fig 7. EIA (a) and LIA (c) settlement patterns; the latter highlights sites newly established in the LIA. The boxplots (b and d) aggregate the PAgP values of the landscape as a whole as well as the exploited fraction and that occupied by other types of sites; (d) also includes those data for the new sites, demonstrating that new sites were established on land with particularly high PAgP values. The raster background shows W1 (high agricultural intensity wheat) values but both W1 and W2 are included in the boxplots and the pattern is robust across the two. As is evident in S1 Fig, this pattern also involved a resettlement of lower-elevation areas.
modest, the transition between periods is coincident with a dramatic decline in PAgP (-10% in the landscape median between 4200 and 4000 BP), and the number of site abandonments during the EBA is significantly higher than in any other period (though these abandonments may well have occurred centuries after 4000 BP). Conversely, the LIA, the period of the single largest increase in settlement, coincides roughly with the most marked increase in PAgP of the Holocene (+11.5% in the landscape median from 2400–2200 BP).

Without archaeological data of higher chronological resolution, however, any attempts to link diachronic settlement patterns to climatically-driven variation in PAgP remain speculative at best. The limitations of the archaeological chronology make correlating any of the more dramatic inflections in landscape PAgP (Fig 3) with change in settlement pattern impossible, while the contrasts between long-term PAgP averages (Fig 4) are of relatively small magnitudes, making them unlikely candidates as drivers of change. Moreover, even the more dramatic changes in median landscape PAgP (over the spans 4200–4000 BP and 2500–2200 BP) are of magnitudes ranging from 6–11.5% (see Fig 3 and S2 Table). These magnitudes are roughly six times lower than the changes in cereal yields potentially achievable through changes in agricultural intensity (i.e., the space between the two registers in Fig 3).

The fairly modest scale of climate-driven changes in productivity relative to potential human-managed changes in productivity does not constitute an argument that inhabitants would have been impervious to environmental changes. Rather, variation in potential productivity is of magnitudes suggesting that societal impacts would have depended on such variables as target production, ability to shift locations, practices, and/or crops, labor availability, non-agricultural subsistence alternatives, and participation in networks of trade and exchange. Many forms of agricultural intensification (in addition to extensification and relocation), ranging from simple labor inputs (e.g., increased tilling and/or manuring) to complex landscape modification (e.g., construction of terracing or raised fields) were practiced by preindustrial agriculturalists globally (cf. [74]). Thus, while Fig 3 illustrates that there were changes in PAgP over time, whether those changes were significant for inhabitants of the area depends on many additional factors.

While a reduction on the order of 10% might not be catastrophic unless production needs/targets/desires were near the top of those achievable in W1, nevertheless there would have been social consequences of such adaptation. An increase in labor input sufficient to make up a 10% reduction in yields (by, for example, increasing manuring, tilling, and weeding, or by extensification of cultivation) would have social/political/economic ramifications even if it were practicable. Those ramifications would have varied depending at least as much on societal variables (demographic, political and economic factors driving production demands, labor availability and organization, etc.) as on the magnitude and rate of any change in climate. For instance, the large potential for improvement in yields from a W2 baseline via changes in agricultural practices, and the relative ease of shifts in location and extent of farming at low population densities, are consistent with the high resilience that Flohr and colleagues [75] argue are characteristic of early farming societies in Southwest Asia. Such resilience may also be related to the relative dampening of variability in W2 as compared to W1 (compare the two registers in Fig 3).

Impacts of climate changes—at least, those impacts manifest as and through changes in agricultural yields—would have arisen in limited circumstances, primarily determined by production imperatives. If production needs/targets were near the top of W1, any climatically-induced decline in PAgP would have had impacts that could not have been offset by changes in agricultural practice. In cases in which production had to be maintained but was not near the upper limit of W1, however, intensifying and/or extensifying agriculture could have maintained yields, provided that increasing labor inputs, adopting different technology, and/or
shifting the locations of agricultural production were viable options. Subsistence would not have been imperiled except at levels below ~1.0 tFM/ha (a rough threshold based on Halstead’s [76] ethnographic work in 20th century Greece on what cereal yields could sustain subsistence farmers), never affecting more than a fraction of the study area landscape even under W2. It bears re-emphasizing, however, that these values are long-term means; a different metric would be necessary to get at the frequency and/or severity of short-term fluctuations, and the impacts of short-term fluctuations in PAgP would be influenced by social/political/economic factors in distinct ways. It is also important to note in this context that the scale and structure of interannual climate variability is derived from 20th-21st century climate variability through downscaling with a mechanistic model and conditionally stochastic methods [11]. This limitation in available data limits confidence in the accuracy of past variability.

Assessing the consequences of variability for inhabitants remains as much a theoretical problem of which aspect(s) of variability in production are significant as a methodological problem of modeling variability. We have focused here on mean PAgP/pixel over time, but one of the interesting questions raised by examining long-term variation in PAgP/pixel is that of which metrics of agricultural yield over time were relevant to past inhabitants, and whether those did change over time (e.g., absolute annual yields, annual yields relative to other areas, interannual variability in yields, frequency of yields low enough to be undesirable, etc).

This is related to the problem of time-averaging: as we have mentioned (Sections 4.2 and 4.3 and in S4 Text), variability in exploited areas is downplayed by the time-averaging imposed by long time periods, limiting our ability to detect even simple correlations between changes in settlement patterns and particular climate changes, much less impacts of short-term fluctuations. This is a problem only really soluble with archaeological data of finer temporal resolution. Improving data centralization (e.g., ArkeoGIS [77,78]) promises to help, but remains limited by the chronologies of input data (and, in data aggregation efforts, by the lowest common denominator, i.e. the data with the poorest chronological resolution; synchronicity across regions can also be an issue [see discussion of the challenges of employing the Patriarche chronology in Section 2.2 and in S4 Text]). Improving site and regional chronologies through Bayesian modeling should eventually improve the achievable chronological resolution considerably [79–81], but will require revisiting of archived data if its potential is to be realized with regional datasets.

7. Conclusions

The relative magnitudes of a) climate-induced variability in PAgP, and b) variability in PAgP contingent on agricultural practices suggest that:

1. except in cases when target/desired/required yields were near the upper limits of W1, Holocene climate shifts were of magnitudes whose impacts could potentially have been offset by local populations through changes in agricultural practices (primarily involving increases in labor inputs, e.g., increased manuring, tilling, and weeding, and/or extensification or relocation of cultivated areas), and

2. whether sufficient compensatory responses could be adopted, and what the ramifications of those responses were, would have been a function of sociopolitical factors (e.g., availability of labor and land, desired or required yields, and ability to weather shortages through storage, trade and exchange, mobility, and regional networks, etc.).

Vulnerability thus has to be discussed contextually, with reference to particular societal conditions, and cannot be characterized with reference to simple climatic thresholds (with the possible exceptions of situations in which production demands are near the upper possible
limits, or in marginal environments in which intensification or extensification cannot overcome environmental limiting factors). As vulnerability and resilience are contingent on both characteristics of climate changes and characteristics of society and economy, arguments relating climatic and societal changes have to be grounded in analysis of the specific human consequences of particular environmental changes. That is, such arguments must explore, as we have begun to here, the mechanisms through which climate change might have affected inhabitants.

Improvements in input data can of course improve the accuracy of the results, and modeling might be expanded to include a) more crops with potentially different relationships to climate variables and resultant different geographic patterning of potential productivity, and b) feedbacks linking human activity and changes in the environment that impact potential productivity (e.g., erosion resulting from land-use). LPJmL (or other crop models) can include additional crops (cf. [9,68]) and could be developed to more specifically represent pre-industrial agricultural practices, while spatially-explicit erosion modeling might also be incorporated (e.g., [82–85]). Linking these elements in a complex socioecological systems model to explore the variables conditioning vulnerability and resilience remains an important research goal [18,86], and has been productively explored in other regions through such tools as agent-based modeling (e.g., [87–90]).

Even with the limited modeling that we have employed here, and with the limitations in chronological resolution described in Section 4.3, we have been able to demonstrate that inhabitants of Holocene Provence were primarily exploiting the parts of the landscape with higher potential agricultural productivity. The notable exception to this pattern is the marked shift spanning the MBA-LBA-EIA, when other imperatives apparently drove inhabitants to less productive areas.

This case study demonstrates that downscaled paleoclimate data in conjunction with agroecosystem modeling has the potential to shed light on the human consequences of climatic changes. The spatially-explicit and diachronic calculation of a climate-sensitive variable that directly measures an impact on human communities of climate dynamism constitutes a mechanism that can link climate variability with cultural change—or, as in the MBA-LBA-EIA anomaly that we have examined here, suggest that other factors are likely more significant. With this method established, expanding its application to larger, more complete, and more precise datasets becomes manageable. Such efforts have the potential to address fundamental questions about if, how, and when climatic changes impacted past inhabitants by enabling the proposal and evaluation of specific mechanisms linking climate and cultural changes.
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